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SUMMARY

Uncertainty Quantification is a major topic for most geophys-
ical tomography techniques, in particular for large-scale prob-
lems. In this work, we present an original application of
ensemble-based methods to Full Waveform Inversion. This ap-
proach relies on a deterministic Ensemble-Transform Kalman
Filter borrowed from the Data Assimilation community, and
a frequency-domain Full Waveform Inversion. This method-
ology gives access to a low-rank version of the posterior co-
variance matrix of our inverse problem, thanks to the ensem-
ble repartition. We can thus extract information from this co-
variance matrix to assess uncertainty in the Bayesian sense.
This proof-of-concept is applied to a 2D Marmousi case, be-
fore discussing many questions associated with the design of
the scheme.

INTRODUCTION

Geophysical tomography allows retrieving subsurface physical
properties from discrete surface measurements. While many
different techniques exist, Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) has
become, for a decade, a widely used method thanks to its high-
resolution and quantitative outputs, both in the academia and
in the exploration industry (Plessix, 2009; Sirgue et al., 2010;
Plessix et al., 2012; Warner et al., 2013; Fichtner et al., 2013;
Zhu et al., 2015; Operto et al., 2015). These detailed outputs
come, however, at the expense of a more complex inverse prob-
lem to be solved, compared to travel time tomography, as the
entire recorded wavefield is used as data to be fit. Since the
advent of the technique (Lailly, 1983; Tarantola, 1984), most
of the research has been dedicated to make the approach work-
ing, focusing on theoretical and methodological developments,
computational hardware capacities and seismic acquisition de-
sign. The method is becoming now more mature, but uncer-
tainty estimation has largely been left aside and very few stud-
ies in the literature have tried to tackle this problem. The quan-
tification of uncertainties remains a significant challenge for
most targets. Up to now, most quality control relies on data fit,
in-situ comparisons with well-log data, common-image gath-
ers flatness or by comparing with other geophysical methods.

In order to assess uncertainties, the Bayesian Inference Frame-
work for general inverse problems, as developed by Tarantola
(2005), may provide a good solution. Tarantola (2005) states
that close to the global minimum of an optimization problem,
the inverse Hessian operator is also the posterior covariance
matrix. In a least-squares sense and under the assumption that
the global minimum is reached, these operators would, there-
fore, be crucial for uncertainty estimation. For realistic large-
scale FWI problems, however, computing those operators is
out of reach, as they grow larger with the problem size. While
the matrix-free methods proposed by Fichtner and Trampert

(2011a); Métivier et al. (2013, 2014) allow assessing the effect
of the Hessian matrix on a vector, their use for estimating the
whole inverse Hessian remains challenging. Promising meth-
ods have been proposed to decrease the computational cost of
Hessian (or inverse Hessian) estimation by selecting prior pa-
rameterization of the Hessian or employing random probing
strategies. This enables some uncertainty estimation (Ficht-
ner and Trampert, 2011b; Fang et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2016;
Fichtner and van Leeuwen, 2015).

Aside those works, the Data Assimilation (DA) community has
developed tools to solve complex non-linear inverse problems,
with similar difficulties as encountered in FWI. Typical ap-
plications are found in weather forecasting, climatology, and
oceanography. As opposed to FWI, where the goal is param-
eter estimation in a static case, DA often aims at recovering
the state of a dynamic system given a set of sparse measure-
ments trough time. Despite this difference, we believe some of
the DA methods could be useful for uncertainty estimation in
FWI. Indeed, due to the nature of their applications, DA com-
munity focused early on uncertainty quantification and quality
control, with schemes such as the Kalman Filter (KF) algo-
rithm (Kalman, 1960), which combines cleverly modeling and
measurements while accounting for their errors. However, KF
is only suited for small linear problems due to its extensive ma-
nipulation of covariance and noise matrices. While Extended
KF proposed to cope with non-linearity, it is still not relevant
for high-dimensional cases. Thanks to Evensen (1994, 2009)
and his formulation of Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF), ex-
plicit manipulation of such large matrices can be avoided, re-
lying on low-rank approximations contained through the repar-
tition of an ensemble of states. Thus, EnKF appears to be well
suited for large scale applications and is nowadays an oper-
ational tool in the DA community for solving problems with
similar scales that found in FWI.

Du et al. (2012); Jordan (2015) have suggested ensemble-
based approaches for tomographic problems. Their ap-
proaches do not include, however, least-squares analysis, char-
acteristic of KF algorithms. Jin et al. (2008) also proposed
an EnKF scheme for 1D prestack FWI based on a convolu-
tional model. In this abstract, we intend to propose a com-
bination of EnKF with the FWI problem, in order to access
a low-rank approximation of the posterior covariance matrix.
This allows reaching quantitative uncertainty information for
large scale FWI problems. The difficulty to adapt this peculiar
method used in dynamic applications, to the static FWI case,
is discussed. In a first part, we propose a short review of the
EnKF and Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (ETKF) formal-
ism. The details of our ETKF-FWI method are then exposed
before showing some preliminary results of this proof of con-
cept. Finally, we address the challenges and open questions
associated to this original scheme.
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BRIEF ENKF REVIEW

Kalman Filter allows retrieving the state of a linear dynamic
system, using the modeling and measurement properties, and
their respective errors. Schemes of the KF family are used to
define the best tradeoff between modeling and measurements.
KF-schemes are classically formalized as alternated two steps
algorithms (figure 1) :

Prediction step: During this step, the state m of a dynamic sys-
tem is forecast from time/state k to k+1 by applying a model-
ing operator F ,

m f
k+1 = F (mk), (1)

where the superscript f denotes the forecast system.

Analysis step: Using measured data and forecast state at k+1,
the analyzed system state at k + 1 is computed in the least-
squares sense, weighted over modeling and measurement er-
rors ratio. The analyzed system state is generally defined by
the superscript a.

The EnKF application requires the definition of an ensemble
m =

[
m1,k, ...,mNe,k

]
Matrices will be denoted by bold letters

and transpose operator by the superscript T in the following.
This matrix contains Ne state vectors, each of them the size N,
the number of state parameters. From the ensemble, the mean
m̄ and the perturbation matrix M are given by

m̄k =
1

Ne

Ne∑
i=1

mi,k, (2)

Mk =
[
m1,k− m̄k, ...,mNe,k− m̄k

]
, (3)

From equations (2) and (3) the ensemble covariance matrix
Pe,k is computed as

Pe,k =
1

Ne−1

Ne∑
i=1

(mi,k− m̄k)(mi,k− m̄k)
T =

1
Ne−1

MkMT
k .

(4)
This covariance can be extracted from the ensemble repartition
during both the forecast and analysis steps.

Each ensemble member is forecast independently by applying
the operator F . It is worth mentioning that it is an embar-
rassingly parallel process as members are independents. Dur-
ing the analysis, the forecasts and measured observations are
combined, in the least-squares sense. We choose here to fol-
low the formalism of the deterministic Ensemble Transform
KF (ETKF, Bishop et al., 2001), among the variety of exist-
ing EnKF formalisms. Deterministic EnKF is chosen, as they
converge toward the solution faster than their stochastic coun-
terparts and ETKF analysis phase also has a lower algorithmic
cost (Tippett et al., 2003). EnKF relies on the definition of
Pe as a product of square root matrices, based on equation (4)
(subscript k is removed for clarity in the following equations).
The update during the analysis requires to first compute Ma

according to definition

Ma = M f T, (5)

where T is a transformation matrix of size (Ne,Ne). The least-
squares formalism tells us that

TTT =

(
INe +

1
Ne−1

Y f T
R−1Y f

)−1
, (6)

R is the measurement noise matrix, INe the identity matrix of
size (Ne,Ne) and Y is the perturbation observation matrix de-
fined as

Y =
[
d1− d̄,d2− d̄, ...,dNe − d̄

]
, (7)

with the observations mean

d̄ =
1

Ne

Ne∑
i=1

di. (8)

For a non-linear observation operator H , we have di =
H (mi).

However, determining the square root of the operator TTT is a
nonunique problem. Wang et al. (2004); Ott et al. (2004) pro-
pose to use the truncated singular value decomposition (SVD)
of TTT , giving

TTT = CΓCT → T = CΓ
−1/2CT . (9)

Here, C is the singular vectors matrix and Γ the diagonal ma-
trix containing the truncated singular values of TTT . If the
ensemble members are uncorrelated, the rank of TTT can be
shown to be min(Ne−1,Nobs) with Nobs the number of obser-
vations. Recall that these steps have a low computational cost,
since the operator in (6) is only of size Ne.

From the definition of T, the updated Ma and m̄a are given by

Ma =
√

Ne−1M f CΓ
−1/2CT , (10)

m̄a = m̄ f +M f CΓ
−1CT Y f T

R−1(dobs− d̄), (11)

giving the new analysed ensemble ma = m̄a +Ma.

The whole analysis phase is equivalent to the following varia-
tional minimization problem (Hunt et al., 2007)

C (m)=
1
2
(m−m̄ f )T P−1(m−m̄ f )+

1
2
(dobs− d̄)T R−1(dobs− d̄),

(12)
which combines, in the least-squares sense, the forcast state
and the data, considering their respective uncertainties.

ETKF-FWI SCHEME

FWI is a static inverse problem, which does not relate directly
to dynamic/evolutive problems specific to DA. Our idea is to
use hierarchical strategies commonly used in FWI could con-
veniently replace temporal evolution in ETKF-FWI. The most
common strategy in FWI is the frequency-continuation, orig-
inally employed to limit cycle skipping (Bunks et al., 1995;
Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). As a first proposition, we chose to re-
place the time-evolution of DA by increasing frequency band
selection. Then, the state vector m must be defined, as well as
the content of the data vector d, and the observation H and
forecasting F operators. In our application, m encapsulate the
physical properties of the subsurface. From the non-linear op-
erator H , d is defined as the seismic wavefield recorded at the
receivers. Finally, our chosen forecasting operator F corre-
sponds to the non-linear FWI process for a given initial model
mi,k at one specified frequency band. Thus we have,

m f
i,k+1 = F (mi,k) = argmin

mi,k

1
2
‖H (mi,k)−dobs,k‖2 (13)
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Figure 1: EnKF algorithm schematics. Ensemble’s members
are represented by dots, data by stars and ellipses represent
uncertainty. The forecast ensemble is denoted in blue, the an-
alyzed ensemble in red, the observed data in green, and the
modeled data from the forecast are depicted in gray. In bold
we have the general EnKF operations while in parenthesis we
have the associated case for our ETKF-FWI application. The
dashed lines denotes the Analysis steps.

which provides the model minimizing the l2 norm of the mis-
fit between modeled data H (mi,k) = di,k and measured data
dobs,k. The ETKF-FWI scheme is represented in figure 1.

The common way to generate an ensemble with a given statis-
tics would be to first factorize the desired covariance matrix
with a Cholesky decomposition as P = LLT , and then build-
ing a vector v satisfying this covariance by

v = Lu, (14)

from a random vector u. However, targeting large-scale ap-
plications, a Cholesky decomposition is not achievable. A
straightforward and pragmatical way to generate the initial en-
semble is considered instead. The population is built from a
consistent starting model m0, by considering Ne zero mean
random vectors ui (white noise), convolved with a 2D Gaus-
sian filter with realistic correlation lengths. Each ensemble
member can be considered as m0,i =m0+G ui, with G the con-
volution operator with the 2D Gaussian filter. Thus, the prior
covariance obtained with this ensemble generation strategy is
a Gaussian squared as P = G G T .

APPLICATION - MARMOUSI EXAMPLE

In this part, a synthetic experiment is conducted on the 2D
Marmousi model (fig.2-A) with our ETKF-FWI strategy. 2D
visco-acoustic frequency-domain is chosen for this applica-
tion. The formulation and operators are set as described in the
previous section and frequency evolution replace the dynamic
evolution. 25 dB of white noise have been applied to the data,
preventing noise-free inverse-crime and reviewing the sensibil-
ity of the technique to noise. The acquisition is a fixed spread
surface geometry with 144 sources and 660 receivers at a 25m
depth position under water surface. ETKF-FWI has been ap-
plied from 3 to 15Hz, each 0.4Hz, from m0 initial model (fig.2-
B). The 200 ensemble members are generated by using a 500m

correlation length Gaussian filter and ensuring perturbations
around the mean with amplitudes ranging from −100m.s−1 to
100m.s−1. Measurement noise matrix R is considered as diag-
onal with small values compatibles with the set level of noise.

Fig. 2-C shows the result of the ETKF-FWI workflow. This
result is similar to the model that could be obtained from FWI
alone with the same settings, starting from m0. This also im-
plies that our initial model was sufficiently good to ensure con-
vergence.

The approximated covariance matrix is extracted as a low-
rank version from the ensemble repartition. The covariance
for the velocity is given in m2.s−2 and represents the local di-
versity through the ensemble members. The variance (diago-
nal of the covariance matrix) can be displayed as a 2D map
in fig. 2-D. This result corresponds to expectations from the
theoretical understanding of the FWI problem with a surface
acquisition setup, in term of uncertainty quantification. The
variance map can be interpreted as the superimposition of a
low-wavenumber background and a high-wavenumber pertur-
bation. The low-wavenumber background has low variance
values near the acquisition and progressively increases with
distance and depth due to the decrease of wavefield coverage
and wave amplitude with the geometrical spreading. The high-
wavenumber component of the variance map highlights the in-
terfaces. This can be attributed to band-limited data, which
does not constrain the solution enough.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

ETKF-FWI seems to be a powerful and straightforward
method allowing uncertainty quantification in FWI. Variance
maps are easily readable to evaluate inversion results, and res-
olution could be studied from lines of P. Still, this original
application set-up many questions that will require extensive
work.

First, the actual meaning of “uncertainty” as extracted from the
ensemble must be understood. Working with finite-frequency
waves propagation and limited coverage, cause a filter-like ef-
fect. Thus can the quantitative uncertainties be associated with
direct uncertainty on real physical parameters? Alternatively,
will it only be able to account for the apparent macro-model
seen by the waves, as questioned by Capdeville et al. (2010)
for homogenization and down-scaling problems?

Considering the current state of development of our method,
many points need to be explored: How to design the mea-
surement noise matrix R? This parameter should be simple to
consider and be related with the recording noise level and sen-
sor design. Up to now, the process noise matrix has been left
aside but should be associated with the noise and error of the
forecasting operator. Classically, it is a troublesome parame-
ter to estimate even for linear operators in DA. In the frame of
ETKF-FWI, for which the FWI process is considered as fore-
casting, estimating this matrix could be a challenge but will ul-
timately be needed in practical applications. The initial ensem-
ble repartition, directly linked to the prior covariance P, is also
an open question. A pragmatical approach is to use a Gaus-
sian filter, leading to a Gaussian squared covariance. However,
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Figure 2: Velocity models and variance map associated with
the experiment depicted in the Application section. A) 2D
Marmousi true velocity model. B) ETKF-FWI initial model
m0. C) ETKF-FWI final mean model after 30 assimilation
steps from 3Hz to 15Hz each 0.4Hz. D) ETKF-FWI final vari-
ance map after 30 assimilation step from 3Hz to 15Hz each
0.4Hz.

other filters as Laplace or Bessel filter (Trinh et al., 2017) may
be relevant if used with the same strategy. These filters directly
affect the spatial shape of the covariance between parameters,
but also its amplitude. This amplitude should be cautiously
set, as too large values could lead to significant kinematics dif-
ferences in the data resulting in cycle-skipping. However, the
values should be sufficiently large to ensure satisfying explo-
ration of the model space and provide meaningful information
about the misfit function’s local curvature. Dramatically low

values should also be avoided to ensure enough diversity in the
ensemble repartition and avoid ensemble collapse. The num-
ber of ensemble members is also an important point to be as-
sessed. EnKF usually involves few tenths to hundreds of mem-
bers for large scale problems. The optimal number of members
for ETKF-FWI scheme is still to be determined and may vary
according to model complexity/size and acquisition design.

The “dynamic” strategy of the proposed method may also
be re-designed. For frequency-domain FWI, frequency se-
lection seems a natural hierarchy. This proxy for dynamic
evolution may be extended or replaced with frequency bands
and/or time-windows for time-domain FWI. The combination
with data subsampling, shot decimation or source assembling
(Krebs et al., 2009; Warner et al., 2013) may prove to be per-
tinent. This would also result in a reduction of the technique’s
cost.

A more global view of the approach also leads to questioning
the variables and observations of the filter itself. Only the ve-
locity properties have been accounted for up to now, but multi-
parameters unknowns are inherently easy to consider. Well-
log data, for instance, may be used as a direct observations
or constraint in addition to the seismic wavefield. The entire
wavefield may also be considered an as unknown variable in
the EnKF, making some link with Wavefield Reconstruction
Inversion proposed by van Leeuwen and Herrmann (2013), as
both the physical parameter and the wavefield would be con-
sidered as unknowns.

Finally, the differences and added value of the proposed ap-
proach must be explicitly evaluated on other methods from
the literature. The interest of using the analysis step of EnKF,
compared to a purely independent ensemble approach as used
by Du et al. (2012); Jordan (2015) needs to be determined.
How does the method compare to a Markov chain Monte Carlo
sampling of the misfit function at the convergence point as pro-
posed by Fang et al. (2014), or the random sampling of the
Hessian at the convergence point as suggested by Fichtner and
van Leeuwen (2015)?

Of course, one point to carefully consider is the computational
cost, as each ensemble members requires to solve the FWI
problem on its own, increasing the cost of one or two order of
magnitude compared to classical FWI. Nonetheless, remind-
ing that this scheme is embarrassingly parallel and thanks to
the development of hardware capacities towards the exascale
and the current trends in grid computing, ETKF-FWI appli-
cations may be promptly achievable even for large scale FWI
problems, as it is the case for actual DA problems.
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